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原 鄉 與 故 鄉 ： 鍾 理 和 小 説 中 的 鄉 土 情 結
Home and the Land: the “Native” Fiction of Zhong Lihe
T. M. McClellan
愛丁堡大學蘇格蘭漢學中心
The Scottish Centre for Chinese Studies, University of Edinburgh
Introduction
Zhong Lihe 鍾 理 和 （1915-60} is arguably Taiwan’s most important native writer of the 
early post-Japanese period. His position on the margins of Chinese culture was determined by 
his birth and first thirty years of life in Japanese Taiwan and, further, by his membership in the 
Hakka minority.1 His efforts to establish his writing within mainstreani modem Chinese literature 
have enriched the May Fourth tradition without eliding the particularities of his environment. His 
main achievement is a body of fiction that realistically and humandy critiques 如d celebrates the 
problems and riches of the various communities he knew best: the uiban Chinese of Manchuria 
and Peking， where he spent eight years of his life; the Hoklo Chinese majority of Taiwan and the 
Japanese colonists; and above all the Hakka peasantry of his native south Taiwan.
In March 2004, when Premier of the People’s Republic of China Wen Jiabao 溫家寶 
quoted from Zhong Lihe’s 1959 essay-cam-short story “Yuanxiang ren” 原 鄉 人 （“Old Country 
Folk,” 1959) at the closing press conference of the National People’s Congress,2 he sought to 
enlist Zhongfs concept of the Old Country as an expression of the common cultural heritage of 
the people of Taiwan and the mainland, implying a yearning for the motherland on the part of 
the former that naturally appeared to favor political reunification. Wen chose* however, to quote 
only part of the penultimate sentence of “Old Country Folk,” omitting the words underlined 
here: **I am not a patriot, but Old Country blood must flow back to the Old Country before it 
can stop seething” (我 不 是 愛 國 主 義 者 1 但是原拥 人 的 血 必 須 流 板 原 鄉 ，才會停止沸 
!).3 Clearly, from the Chinese goveramenfs point of view, the first part of the sentence would
* Some of the words and ideas, as well as some translated quotes, in this article have appeared in Zhong Lihe,
“Old Country Folk” （“Yuanxiang ren” 原鄉人， including translator’s introduction), translated by me in 
Edinburgh Review 124 (August 2008): 53-6S. I wish to express here my gratitude to Bonnie McDougall for 
reading the manuscript minutely, critically, and most helpfully; also to Chainy Teng for another reading. Prof. Ke 
Qingming and others al m>' presentation at National Taiwan University Graduate Institute of Taiwan Literature 
in June 2009 provided very useful feedback. I have also been greally encouraged and hugely informed by my 
interviews with Zhong Tienvin, Zhong Zhaozheng and Zhang Liangze aitd have received endless assistance and 
hospitality from Zhong Tiemin, Huang Huiming, and others at die Zhcmg Lihe MemQriallnstitute-1 should like 
to dedicate the article to the Zhong family of Jiansbao, inmemoiy of Zhong Taimei (10/13?/l911-10/9/2008,享 
年九十七周歲).
1 The Hakka 客家（Kejia> are a small ethnoling^stic subgroup, about 2-5 percent of the majority Han Chinese 
in mainland China, where they live in enclaves spread across the south, especially Canton province, la Taiwan 
they account for abou丨 15 percent of the total population， second only to the Hoklo 福倍（aJc^ Holo, Hokkien 
[Fujianese], Southern Fujianese [Minnan ren 59M A ], 'Taiwanese,etc.).
2 ^Premier Wen Jiabao meets the in^s: Premier Wen Jiabao*s pi^ss conference at the conclusion of the second 
session of the 10th National Peopled Congress, March 14,2004,M May 2,2008 < www,gov.cn>.
3 Zhong Uhe， "Yuanxiang ren.” Jfin /wi Zfco/ig ZiAe 孕wonji• 新 版 鍾 理 和 全 集 HbrAs
New Edition] 8 vols. (Gangshan: Gaoxiong Jtian zhenglu, 2009) (hercafler Xin ban Quanjt) vol. 2, 31-47» here
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raise uncomfortable questions about Zhong Lihe's attitude toward his Old Country, China. This 
article seeks to address such questions, not in the political context, but in examination of the 
complex ethno-linguistic-cultural basis of Zhong Lihe's literary woric. For reasons of space, but 
also significance^ I will concentrate on some of Zhong's autobiographical fiction of the years 
1950 to i960.
In spite of the words excised in Wen Jiabao9s quotation, Zhong Lihe surely was a kind of 
patriot, with a strong Han ethnic, cultural, and to some extent political awareness that made his 
blood <4seetheT, against Japanese imperialism in his youth in the 1930s and T40s. Such atavistic 
sentiment was part of the reason for Zhong's sojourn in Mukden4 and Peldng between 1938 and 
1946, but those years on the mainland appear to have been profoundly disillusioning to him. His 
earliest completed fiction, mostly set in north China, dates from this period and displays cynicism 
and despondency as well as some literary features that strongly recall his hero Lu Xun #  Of 
his writings after 1946, i(01d Country Folk'5 is almost the only piece thai has anything to do with 
the yuanxiang Zhong longed for in his youth: mainland China and metropolitan Chinese culture*
Zhong's essential work was written between 1950 and 1960 and is almost exclusively set 
in his native south Taiwan, in the Hakka villages of Meiaong and neighboring Gaoshu 
高樹 . These stories and essays， and his only completed novel, may be considered a concerted 
literary quest for human and environmental values in the author^ guxiang tk M  (homeland), with 
occasional tangential references to other realms of culture, influence, and experience, including 
the Hoklo and the Japanese. This work, partly because of the influence of important writers of 
the May Fourth tradition, shows the backwardness, narrow-mindedness, and conservatism of its 
characters, but also their fundamental qualities of decency and honesty, which the author was 
unable to discover in the mainland compatriots featured in the works of his early period. In this 
paper, I will first provide a brief biographical account of Zhoag*s wtiiiag career and then explore 
how the two locales of China and Meinong are imagined, represented, or critiqued in his major 
works and the relationship between them. I will also offer some discussion of the stylistic features 
of his fiction, i.e,, a combination of realism and romanticism with a blend of environmental and 
human content.
Zhong Lihe from Birth to 1946
Zhong Lihe was born on December 5 ,1915 in Gaoshu (Xiang)高 樹 （鄉 )， historically part 
of the Brigade of the Right dw/ 右堆 )， the norlheraioost of the Six Brigades (Wh dw!六堆)，
the largest Hakka community in south Taiwan.5 His family was wealthy due to recent generations
47. ^Yuanxiang ren" translated by T. M. McClellan as MOld Country FoIkn in The Edinburgh Review 124 (August 
2008): 53-68, here 68.
4  Mukden is the Manchu name for the d iy  known now and befbie the Qing as Shenyang 潘陽■ In the Qing
dynasty and in Mandiukuo it w批 known in Chinese as Fengtian 奉天 or Shengjing 盛京，
5 The Chinese characters for /iu dui translate as t(six piles"; the Hakka word tuU which has no standard form in
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of civil service and land ownership and to (he successes of his own father, Zhong Zhenrong ^  
in various businesses. At age thirteen Lihe suffered a setback that he always regretted 
when he failed on medical grounds to be accepted to Kaohsiung High School. His education 
in the Japanese colonial system could now only be completed with two years at a local senior 
elementary school, followed by a year and a half of private schooling in Chinese classics.
Taken in 193CKJ4 on a visil by Zhong Libc (2mJ riijhl) to cousin Qiu Lianqm 此連球（1st left) at 
Pingnmg Agricu丨tural College, with nephew Zhong Zuobin 鍾佐賓 and half-brochcr Zhoog Liyi 鍾理義.
At sixteen or seventeen years of age Lihe went to woik for his father, who had recently 
bought a hill country estate at Jian&han 8 kilometers northeast of the town of Meinong.
One of his jobs was to help his older bnXher oversee the farm work, and in the course of this he 
fell in tove with one of the farm laborers， Zhong Taimei 鍾台妹（1911-2008). Taimei came from 
a large family that had seen better times, living in one of the once most imposing clan compounds 
(hwo/fl/ig 夥房>， already rather dilapidated, of Zhutoujiao 竹 頭 角 （the Zugteuzong 竹頭莊  of 
Zhong's fiction, now renamed Guangxing H ), the largest village between Jianshan and town.7 
Although Taimei was an ordinary seasonal worker, relations in local society were very egalitarian 
and she was treated as a member of the family, because tradition slated that their cominon
Chinese script (sometimes given as dui K  [brigade or lcam])r refers to Ihc six distiict uni is of a Hakka sell- 
det’ensemililiaot l3,000ineninSoulbTaiu，aDduhngihe 1721 rcbellionofZhuYigui 朱一貴，mainly supported 
by Hoklo Taiwanese, against the Qing government.
6 Jianshan, sometimes known by Zhvmg Lihe's Actional for the cone-shaped hill by ibe main fann buildings  ^
Li^ban 笠山，is now the locality of Qiftoyang 朝陽丨n Guang丨in li 廣林里，Meinong township.
7 I romanizc 竹通莊 as the Hakka Zugleuzimg because “ is a Hakka place name meaning Bamboo Village. In 
Maodarin (Zhuiouzfauang) the meaning is misleading lo (he extent that the published English tumslation of this 
sior>' has been cnunccMialy enliilcd *kBaraboo-Rool Village.'*
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surname made her precisely that. Much of the sadness and hardship of Zhong Lihe’s life stemmed 
from this simple fact: his union with Zhong Taimei was considered incest, although Zhong Lihe, 
as a self-styled ^modern youth ,cou ld  scarcely believe such <4feudal attitudes.*' Insistence on 
marriage to Taimei would alienate him from his family> his father in particular, and ostracize the 
couple in local society. Reluctantly determined on elopement, in June 1938 Zhong traveled alone 
to Mukden, learned to drive, and got a job as a bus driver. Having made two previous trips home, 
in July 1940 Zhong returned to Meinong and in August took Taimei to Mukden as his wife.
Zhong Lihc id 1^38, early days in Manchuria.
In spring 1941，after the birth of Zhong Tiemin 鍾鐵民  on January 12,8 Zhong gave up 
his driving job and the young family moved to Peking. Taimei ran a small coal and charcoal 
shop while Zhong Lihe worked for three months as an inteqjreler for the North China Economic 
Inspectorate 華北經濟檢査所  before turning to full-time wri丨ing. In 1945 he paid for the 
publication of a volume entitled ？夾 竹 桃 （O/fa/i办 r)，9 containing the eponymous
novella and another named “Bomang” 薄 芒 （ “Maiden Grass，，’ 1944)，plus two short stories, 
“Yousi” 游 絲 （“Gossamer,” 1943) and “Xin sheng” 新 生 （ “A New Life,”  1944). This was the 
first and last book Zhong Lihe published in his lifetime. Of eight other works completed before 
1950, he saw only four in print, including the political essay “Baishu de beiai” 白署的悲哀 
(**The Sweet Potatoes* Sonow,*)> published in the Peking Taiwan Compatriot Association journal 
Taiwan in January 1946.m
K The birth was registered Jamiaty 15r due presumably to confusion with the lunar calendar date ot the fifleenth 
day of the twe丨fth month in the year Gengcbcn 庚辰.Sec Zhong Lihe、“Zizhuan” 自傳（“Autobiography”), in 
Xin ban Quanji v〇|. 8V 282.
9 Pub丨ished by Ma Dczcng shuju 馬德增里周 in Peking.
10 D/找 and ‘*71  ^Sweet Potatoes’ Sorrow*' were published under the pen name Jianglhi 江流•
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Zbong UIk , Zhung Taimci and Zhong Tiemm: first month commemordtion, Feb. 1941, Mukden.
Return to Taiwan
In April 1946 Zhong Uhe and his family returned to Taiwan, and in the summer and autumn 
Zhong taught Mandarin at a junior high school in Neipu 內埔 ， Pingtung county 屏東縣 ， but 
had to go to Taipei in January 1947 to seek treatment for pulmonary tuberculosis at Taiwan 
University Hospital, where he wrote a chilling eyewitness diary of the aftermath of the February 
28th Incident.11 Having returned south and moved his family一Taivnei, Tiemin, and baby Limin 
(bom in Neipu)—into a disused banana-curing shed on the Jianshan estate, on October 27, 
1947 Zhong entered 〖he Songshan Sanatorium 松山療養院  in Taipei， where he was to stay until 
October 21,1950.
Presumably， between writing the short story “Xiaozhang，校長  CThe Headmaster,” 1947) 
in late 1947 and spring 1950, Zhong Uhe was too ill or depressed to write, or else decided to 
concentrate on his treatment and recovery. In those two and a half years he produced only two 
diary entries and one ^horixiaopin /J'* iSp essay. On March 17,1950, however, Zhong began one of 
his most intensive and expansive periods of diary writing. Evidently the significant improvement 
in his health recorded therein, which made him a prospect for surgery, also encouraged him lo 
read and write again. In April he began the first of a quartet of autobiographical short stories 
set in Meinong, Yi: 71|111〇11沾110叩” 故 鄉 * 一 ：竹 頭 莊 Part One:
“Zugteuzong [Bamboo Village】’’).12 In May and June he had two successful operations in which 
six ribs and part of a lung were removed in order to give his lungs more room lo continue their 
recovery. By the lime he left Songshan Sanatorium on October 21, Zhong had completed two 
further stories and part of another entitled “Shiba hao shi” 十八號 室 （“Ward 18”),
11 Xin ban Quanji vol. 6f 61-74.
12 At this lime the working title for the quartet was “Ruci guxiang” 如此故梅 [“A Homeland Like This"].
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which was never finished. By the end of 1950, at home in Meinong, he had written the famous 
pastoral essay “Caopo shang” 草 坡 上 （ “On the Grassy Bant〇 ,
This was the beginning of a fUU decade of sustained literary creation， Zhong Lihe’s golden 
age as a writer, but his famUy had paid dearly for the medical treatment and recuperation that 
made it possible. Selling almost all his small inherited portion of land to his older brother Lihu M  
they were left with the converted banana shed and iitlle else. Taimei was the only one able- 
bodied enough to work the iand they now rented from Lihu. She also continued， as she had in 
U he^  absence, to work on neighboriug farms, at the nearby charcoal kilns, and elsewhere when 
she could. Optimistic about his recovery, Zhong Lihe twice took clerical jobs in Meinong, but 
even when he lodged in town during the week, the commute proved too much for him and he was 
sooner or later forced to resign. In between times, he look some pride in lightening Taimei^ load 
by doing the work of cooking, cleaning, and caring for the growing family.13
Zhong was very successful in combining his domestic duties and his jobs in Meinong with 
his reading and writing. From 1950 until his death in 1960, he completed thirty-seven short stories, 
novellas, and essays* p丨us the full-length novel lisAfl/i /KmgcAfl/i犮笠山農場 
Hat Hill, 1955). The latter won the Second Prize for Long Fiction in the 1956 China Literature and 
Arts Awards 屮華文藝獎金長篇小説第二獎 （ the first prize for long fiction was not awarded 
that year), but was not published as had been customary because the awards were discontinued 
soon after the 1956 winners were announced. In his lifetime Zhong Lihe was not successful at 
getting his work published, seeing a total of only twenty-eight stories and two essays in print His 
heyday as a published author came late» with seventeen works appearing in Lin Haiyin*s
13 Zhong： Umm died of acute brunchitis in I^bmary 1954, but a daughter, Tieying 鐵英， was bom in July 1951， 
followed by youngest son Tiejun 鐵鈞 in May 1956 and second daughterTiehua 鐵華 jn Ju丨y 1958.
】 60
音  《聯合報》副 刊 Literary Supplement) during the
last eighteen months of his Ufe. Over his last three and a half years Zhong*s health deteriorated 
again, sometimes preventing him writing for a few days or a couple of weeks. Between March 
1957 and June 1959 his diary records three occurrences of blood in his sputum and two episodes 
of coughing up blood. On August 3, 1960 Zhong Lihc was alone at home in the act of revising 
the novella ‘^ Yu” 雨 （“Rain,” 1960) when he suddenJy coughed up a large volume of blood and 
died at his desk.
In Quest of the <cYuanxiatig’，
2^hong Lihe*s works display a strong preoccupation with Chinese culture that suggests 
antipathy from the time of bis youth toward the Japanese education and society of contemporary 
Taiwan. In Homeland, Part One, "Zugteuzong " the autobiographical narrator refers to his youthful 
interest in ^Chinese literature,' in the sense of literature in Chinese (Zhongwen wenxue 
^ ) . t4 In a letter of October 1957 Zhong Lihe wrote about the early 1930s, his mid- to late teens:
At the time» in the wake of the May Fourth Movement, the New 
Literature was sui^iiig forward tike a mighty river, and coUections of 
works by Lu Xun» Mao Dan, 6a  Jin, Bii^xin, and others were also 
available in Taiwan. I a>nldn9t get enough of these books, and could 
hardly put them down.14 5
Later， in the 1959 essay ‘"Zhong Lihe ziwo jieshao” 鍾理和自我介紹 （i(Zhong Lihe: Self- 
introduction”)， he wrote of the practical (tifficuhies he had faced as a Japanese-educated Hakka 
to “becoming a Chinese writer” (zho ;y/ ge Zhongwen 做一個中文作家 )，16 an ambition
he fonned perhaps as early as age fifteen. Zhong's <4two great enemies,** Japanese grammar and 
Chinese in Hakka pronunciation, and other obstacles prevented him from completing satisfactory 
works of fiction until 1943-44, when the two short stories and two novellas of Oleander were 
done.
Zhong’s short list of May Fourth authors in the letter to Liao Qingxiu 廖清秀  suggests that 
from the earliest development of his interest in literature he read widely in the New Literature. We 
may assume that during his sojourn in Manchuria and Peking, 1938-46, he continued to digest the 
essential texts of the contemporary Chinese literary scene, even though he never left the Japanese 
Empire before its collapse. With his first four published pieces, collected in Oleander^ 21hong
14 Xin ban Quanji vol. 1, L12. See below for ^ ie context of M s quote in ihe story.
15 Letter to Liao Qingxiu 應清秀，10/30/1957, published with Iransciiplion eFrors in Xi>i 必职识 v〇l+ 7，135- 
36. This translation follows the manuscript as shown in the Zhong Lihe Shuwei Bowuguan (Zhong Lihe Digital 
Museum) <http://km.cca.gov.tw/zhong1ihe/iinages/Q5ij02/jpeg/cca300002-uiunter-le004-0005-t.jpg>.
16 Xin ban Quanji vol. 8,275.
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Lihe emerged as a fully formed writer in the May Fourth tradition. There is little to distinguish 
his fiction as Taiwanese at this stage， although one of the novellas, “Maiden Grass,” is set in 
Meinong. It depicts young love thwarted by patriarchal tradition and ihe claustrophobia of village 
life, while urban claustrophobia encircles similar problems of society and family in north China 
in the other stories of and in a novella of 1945, “Men” 門 （‘The Gate”).17 *
The action of “Jiazhutao” 夾 竹 桃 （“Oleander，” 1944) takes p〗ace solely within a Peking 
tenement courtyard; that of 4The  Gate" is mostly confined to a similar compound in the suburbs of 
Mukden. Both stories subject the reader to a merciless narrative of the petty conflicts, rivalries, and 
suspicions among the inhabitants of these communal spaces, which are perhaps best summarized 
in the words of Zeng Simian 曾思勉 ， the authorial character of “Oleander”：
Here they live and di^, weep or laugh; stepmothers mistreat 
stepchildren; [*,.] mothers and children^ brothers and sisters fall out 
over a couple of wotoux% [ ...]  Abusers and abused, those who Ove and 
those who die» all are pawns of Fate. And what is Fate? When you 
come down to it it’s poverty, ignorance^ conformism, IUness^  disorder， 
homelessness, poor hygiene, the lack of safe and reliable medical 
facilities, substandard education, official and commercial corruption, 
opium and gambling addiction, a psychology of suspicion toward new 
systems aDd new things... All of these, the iron hooves that trample 
them day after day, are the heritage o f Uieir ancestors!19 20
Here the didacticism of Zhong Lihe^ early fiction is quite obvious. Although in this period 
he usually employed [hird-person narrators, certain characters are often loosely identifiable with 
the author, in the case of Zeng Simian merely by the fact that he i$ from southern China. They 
do not always hold forth in such detail on the conditions described in the stories. Zeng Simian is 
an extreme example of the Zhong Lihe mouthpiece type: he takes virtually no part in any of the 
story's action; his words appear as a kind of Chorus,
Like Lu Xun"s fiction twenty-odd years earlier, Zhong LiheJs early stories appear profoundly 
pessimistic not just about China's current situation but about the will and ability of the people to 
better themselves or escape. In 'The  Gate,'' a novella in diary form, the title refers to the entrance 
to the compound in which the diarist, Yuan Shoutian 袁壽田，lives. Every night “the sad， forlorn 
sound of the gate being closed, followed by the brutal, ruthless, desolate ramming home of the 
bolts [...] closed down another despondent, depressing d a y !^  Although Yuan may walk out 
through the gate every day, he does so merely to roam aimlessly, seeking to forget the emptiness
17 OriginaUy written under the title “Juewang” 絕望「Despaii^’} in 1945t unpublished in Zhong’s lifetime.
IS See below.
19 Xin ban Qmnji v〇L 3,126-27,
20 Ibid, 136.
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and poverty of his unemployment and the domestic terror of pregnancy and childbirth. All his 
hopes rest with a friend who has gone to China proper and promised to try to find him a position 
there.
November 25th [1940]
Some force» some seduction made me move from the Japan Station, 
where my life was relatively serene, to the Manchu quarter* This type 
of force or seduction is what people generally caU faith, or love* But to 
whom was I offering such lofty sentiments? To them? To Om cursed 
race of low and filthy people who have lost all that passes for fluent 
human warmth and reason?21
The Manchu quarter here signifies “China,” and what Yuan Shoutian finds there reflects 
Zhong Lihe's disappointinent at his relocation from Taiwan to Manchuria and his encounter with 
his fellow Giinese in Mukden. Yuan's friend's death in China ends his hopes of escaping the iron 
house within which he appears to be the only one awake.
If Zhong Lihe went to China in search of a May Fourth cultural renaissance led by Lu Xun, 
then it seems he found exactly that: his works of the period reflect the same disillusionment with 
the spirit of the Chinese people, Lu XunJs famous image of the 4fiiron house"22 is transferred 
directly to Zhong Lihe's claustrophobic vision of tenement dwelling in Mukden and Peking.
Toward “Guxiang” Identification
After the Japanese surrender of August 1945, Zhong Lihe wrote a remarkable story entitled 
“Disi ri” 第四日 （ ‘The Fourth Day,” 1945) from the point of view of Japanese residents in north 
China in the wake of defeat. Like them, during these months Zhong was immediately preoccupied 
with the logistics of his fan^ily’s “repatriation. In April 1946 they arrived in Kaohsiung, then 
moved to Neipu for work, but for Zhong Lihe this promising career move, his life^ only genuine 
appointment to a scholarly position, was cut short by the disease, TB, that would eventually kill 
him.
During the next four years, before his substantial recovery and return home to Meinong 
in autumn 1950, Zhong was also severely and personally affected by political events. During 
the February 28th Incident riots and reprisals of 1947, he saw dead and wounded being brought 
into Taiwan University Hospital from the streets and recorded this in his journal. Later that year 
he taught part-time at Keelung 基隆  High School， where his half-brother Heming 和鳴  was 
headmaster. In late August 1949 Heming was imprisoned as a ringleader in the ^Enlightenment
21 Xirt ban Quanjt vol. 3,140-
22 （响喊》自序 [“Prefacet<»Ca//toi4rmj,” vol 1,
trans. Yang Xianyi and Gladys Yang (Beijing: R>reign Language Press, 19S0) 37-38-
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iVewj Incident” 光明報事件 ,23出 评 批 6\€〇1位(1〇11〇(^〇1)江 14，1950，如《' 也6 8抓 6 (^71 1^  
Zhong Lihe began his first diary entry since his operations, writing of growing faith in his recovery 
and of a Mnew life."24 25 From late 1949 the forests of Jianshan provided hiding places for younger 
brother Zhong Lizhi and a number of other Keelung High activists.
Unlike at least two of his brothers, Zhong Lihe was never directly involved with communist 
politics, although he was a lifelong socialist of sorts.25 1(01d Country FolkH contrasts Heming's 
political engagement with the fatherland (zuguo t& B )  with LiheJs own cultural obsession with 
th^yuawciang. In the following the Cantonese songs captivate LiheT suggesting that it was more 
the Canton region, the true land of his forebears, not so much the metropolitan China of Mei 
Lanfang's Peking Opera, that drew him, although he is also inspired by the images of famous sites 
representative of mainstream Chinese civilization:
But the person who really inspired my tiiinking and my feelings 
toward China was [Hetning, who] had what you might call a strong 
congenital tendency^an adoration of the Mainland, the fatherland
[…]
The year he graduated from high school^  [Hemlitg] [...] travelled 
widely for over a month to Nanking, Shanghai and other places. 
When he returned he brought back a gramophone and a great many 
photi^rapftis of the famous sites of Suzhou, the West Lake and other 
places. That night our front courtyard was full of visitors. I carried 
the gramophone to the centre of the yard and wound it np9 so that they 
could all enjoy their M  of songs the Old Country”. The records 
included Mei Lanfang in fa rew ell My Concubine99 J  There was also 
some Cantonese opera: ‘^ Little Red Peach Blossom” and “Zhaojun’s 
Lament’’， and a 畑 all number of popular songs besides*
The Cantonese opera bewitched me; its sentimental undulations 
and agitated surges, its heart-breaking melancholy intoxfealed and 
stupefied me, making me completely foi^et where 夏 was. These arias， 
together with those enchanting riews of famous places^ stimulated my 
imagination enormously and deepened my longing for the land aero明
23 During almost the same years that Zhong Lihe spent ia mainland Chin^ Zhong Heming 鐳和鳴（1915~50, 
better known in history by the nom 办度财厂/? Zhong Haodong 鍾浩東)，里ess than a month younger and one of 
Lihe’s closest friends and biggest personal influences， went secretly lo Canton province to join Kuomintang-led 
guemllas fighting the Japanese. He reEumed to Taiwan as an underground CCP operative. Erdightenment News 
was produced and distributed by him and colleagues at Keelung High School, lately firom transcriptions of 
Xinhua 新華 （New China News Agency) mdio broadcasts from Communist China<
24 It is possible that 21iong added the words tcHemmg died** to the entry of that date at some later time.
25 According to Zhong Tiemio, in conversation, August 4,2006 (Friday).
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From its opening sections, ts01d Country Folk" shows that from a very early age the 
author was fascinated by the question of <6where we came irom*427 and almost desperate to try to 
understand what it meant to his life. The piece ends by announcing the logical next step in this 
process of discovery: departure for mainland China.
In real life Zhong Lihe's eight years in Manchuria and Peking turned out to be more exorcism 
than renaissance. After his return to Taiwan in 1946 and the time for reflection provided by his 
hospitalization of 1947-50, apart from 4t01d Country Folk" he wrote virtually nothing more on 
ethnicity and nationhocnJ. He devoted the richly creative last decade of his life almost exclusively 
to literary exploration of his most intimately familiar human and natural realm—agricultural 
Hakka south Taiwan. The resulting body of writing presents a local culture neither isolated from 
the mother civilization nor romanticized: the Hakkas of Meinoag are clearly *4Chinese,T in some 
sense that may never be adequately defined; the 6i01d Country15 continues to mean something to 
them, however puzzling.
When Father talked about China it was in the tone of one relating 
news of an uncle by marriage26 78 who had formerly been a great man but 
had fallen on hard times: a mixture of scorn and lingering respect, but 
most of all regret. Similarly, his andimee listened with disappointment, 
pride, and sadness. It was their heartfelt wish to see £(Uncle99 pn^perous 
and strong again, but at the moment it saddened them to see his fortunes 
at sndi a pass. I often beard them sighing: the Old Country! The
Old Country!”29
What concerns Father and his audience of villager most, however, is their daily lives as 
a close-knit community struggling to make the best of their natural, agricultural, social, and 
economic conditions. That shared history cx:cupies far more of their thoughts than the history 
they undoubtedly also share with other communities, including mainlanders (yuanxiang ren\ 
the Hoklo, and even the Japanese. In November 1958, in the moment of the story^s conception, 
Zhong Lihe expressed in a letter to Zhong Zhaozheng 鍾 肇 政 （11Z19/1958) his view on the 
unlimeliness of this proto-Nativism:
the  straits.26
26 Xin ban Quanji vol. 2,41-42. Trans. Edinburgh Review 124 (August 2008): 64-65.
27 “Women shi na zhong ren” 我們是哪種人 【“What Kind of People We Are”],尤知 fcon 力'vol. 2 ,36. Tians.
Edinburgh Review 124 (August 2008): 61
28 I am grateful to Pmf. Ke Qingming for pointing out the culturally signiticant distinction betweenJiuJiu M SI and 
other types of uncle.
29 Jfin jvzn 2:40. Trans. (August 2008): 63.
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Conflict literature and art {zbaiidoii 賊 n;yi* 戰鬥文藝） are 
everywhere we look^ we're out of step with the times, but surely this 
isn7t our fault? And anyway, there's no reason for us to force ourselves 
to “get in step.” Literature can’t be faked; we need only be true to 
ourselves.30
Being "true" to himself did not, however, mean altogether excluding political and social 
meaning from his work. In Zhong Lihe's fiction, Lu Xun's influence is surely the most obvious 
among the May Fourth writers mentioned in the letter to Liao Qingxiu quoted above. Mao Dun’s 
practice of fiction as social analysis may also be seen in Zhong Lihe's stories, and although Songs 
o f Bamboo Hat Hill perhaps does not approach the socioeconomic complexity of Mao Dun's Ziye 
子 夜 （MWwgAf, 1933)，31 Zhong’s body of agricultural fiction is superior to Mao Dun’s “Chun 
can” 春 蠶 （“Spring Silkworms,” 1932) and other rural stories in its combined folkloristic and 
scientific revelation of his native economy's human, animal, vegetable, and mineral constituents.
While Songs o f Bamboo Hat Hill in particular narrates some processes of agricultural work 
in impressive detail, Zhong Lihe deals above all with humanity. Family relations, kinship customs, 
and taboos feature so prominently that it is tempting to make a link with Ba Jin's Jia ^  {The 
Family, 1931).32 The latter began serialization in Shanghai in April 1931, just around the time 
Zhong moved to Meinong and met Zhong Taimei, beginning the generational conflict that so 
profoundly affected his own life.
It is no coincidence that G似 发 故 鄉 故 /，1950-52) shares its tit丨e with Lu Xun’s 
stoiy of 1921.33 According to his diaiy of April 3 ,1950, Zhong wrote the first thousand words 
immediately after reading another of Lu Xun's famous autobiographical stories, 4iZai jiulou 
shang” 在 酒 樓 上 （“In the Tavem，” 1924)t The diary also reveals that he had been reading and 
citing other works by Lu Xun in the previous fortnight. On March 23 he mentioned (tZhufii” 祝福 
(stThe New Year’s Sacrifice,” 1924) and on the 30th he made the entry “Finished Z/wagflW 華蓋 
集 （Huagai Collection [Ill-Starred: Essays of 1925]).’’ Thus Hwne/fl/Kf was begun at a time when 
Lu Xun*s writing was uppermost in Zhong Lihe's thoughts. We should not assume, however, that 
Zhong Lihe intended an uncritical homage to Lu Xun. His diary of four and a half years previous 
suggests very strongly that Zhong's guxiang on the page would be at least as far removed from 
Lu Xun^s homeland as Meinong was from Shaoxing on the map:
Lu Xun [...] was too ardrait, too thoroughgoing. Only a fool would 
use his methods now. [ ...]  No one with brains would take this path.
30 Xin ban Quanji vo l 7, 52-53.
31 Mao Dun，Z(ye 子 夜 1933 (Beijing: Renmin wenxue, 1960).
32 Ba Jin，刀“ 家 [r/tf FomiJy], 1931 (Beijing: Renmin wenxue，1981},
33 Howe\ erT I prefer to translate the title of Lu Xun *s ''Guxiang11 as MMy Old Home/* following Yang and Yang.
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He thought that If China was to be saved there was do  alternative 
to literature, and that it was the quickest way,
[•••1 a man can be wise all his life， but it only takes a moment to 
be stupid: Mr. La Xnn made a big, big mistake this time* [...] Cold 
words printed on the page are just no use, he should have aimed for the 
necks of those ghouls running amok In broad daylight: Chaah! One 
good chop would do i t  I believe that o〇lj  by getting rid o f that minority 
or majority of people will the rest have any hope of survivaL34
Writing thus, in October 1945, that Lu Xun*s literary path was a dead end, that he never 
should have abandoned his medical studies and even that he should have placed his faith solely 
in revolutionary violence, Zhong Lihe was expressing his own frustration. Unlike Lu Xun, Zhong 
Lihe had never wanted to be anything other than a writer, and their lives and works contrast 
quite sharply in other ways. Lu Xun, of old Jiangnan gentry stock, went to Japan as a scientific 
modernizer before switching to a political literary project. Zhong Lihe was bom a Hakka- 
Taiwanese citizen of Japan, his father a rural capitalist, and his literaiy idealism was shaped partly 
in reaction against the denial and marginalization of his mainstream Chinese cultural aspirations. 
By 1945 Zhong had gone as far along 4(Lu Xun5s path,T as he could; Homeland mariced the start of 
a new phase in his career in which he explored community rather than seeking nation and sought 
to depict goodness rather than demanding justice.
Guxiang 故热（Homeland，1950-52)
The first two parts of Zhong Lihc's Homeland are set in the early days after the author's 
1946 return to Taiwan from the mainland. The first: story, “Zugteuzong，” bears Zhong’s fictional 
name for his wife?s native village, but in the first sentence of the stoiy it is explicitly identified 
as the narrator Ah Zheng's35 own guxiang. In the extended opening scene on board a Taisuco 
narrow-gauge train, he observes some changes in his fellow passengers since his absence, but 
overall seems to find these £tgood and honest folk*1 essentially unchanged. After the first few 
paragraphs Ah Zheng turns his attention to the drought devastating the farmland, as seen through 
the carriage windows and discussed in the overheard conversation of three fanners and another 
local passenger.
Ah Zheng own observation of the parched paddy standing in cracked diy earth is remarkably 
detailed, dwelling on the condition of the leaves of the plants in a way that suggests agricultural 
experience:
[*.*] gasping, utterly limp; the leaves hung numbly^ not just
34 Xin ban Quanji vol. 6,41.
35 阿靜： during the early 1950s Zhong Lihe frequently signed his works Zhong Zheng 鍾錚 .
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yellowing but with a while color that showed that the plants were 
suffering. The tips of the leaves were a grey-brown color  ^some of them 
were even burned dark brown; they were all curled up. [...] At the 
paddy9s roots the earth was white and cracked like a tortoise shell; in 
the cracks, the edges were coded up toward the heavens, as If thirstily 
opening mouths to drink.36
This is, however, the scientific gaze of a modem educated man, different from the peasants' 
reactions that Ah Zheng now begins to relate. In their eyes it seems the current drought and the 
floods that devastated the crops two years earlier must be divine retribution for the suppression 
of traditional religious rites during the Japanese occupation. The peasants on the train talk of 
important statues being restored to the temples after being hidden in people's houses or buried 
in the fields to keep them safe. But they seem almost to accept that their community's divine 
punishment is not over, even if the sacrilege was enforced by the Japanese. They stare in disbelief 
from the train as cattle are allowed to graze on the paddy, until one of them asks, 4tSo, are we 
really done for; just like that?”37 38
In Zugteuzong, at the entrance to his in-laws * huofang,AhZh&ng meets the wife of Pingmei^s 
平妹 3S cousin Bingwen 炳文 ， a great friend in his youth: “the most special thing was that he was 
one of the very few of my friends who could read and discuss Chinese literature/*39 But Ah Zheng 
finds Bingwen physically almost unrecognizable: emaciated, with sunken eyes, almost bald, like 
a person ravaged by malaria. The first clue to Bingwen’s mental retrogression comes a moment 
later, when Ah Zheng notices that he is clutching an ancient copy of San guo zAf ^  ^  (Annals 
o/f/re TTtree AVngAms)， a book that appears in Lu Xun’s “Fengbo” 風 波 （“A Storm in a Teacup，” 
1920) as a symbol of reaction.40 Here and elsewhere in Zhong's fiction we also see a deeper 
influence of Lu Xun, in that the more depressing aspect of Bingwen's ailment is psychological 
rather than physical. uLike a simpletonf, he appears rooted to his chair, displaying no emotion, 
except when he suddenly starts talking about a moneymaking scheme that soon turns out to be 
a crude confidence trick: Bingwen simply takes any ^investments" he manages to con out of his 
neighbors and relatives and uses them to replace the income he lost with his post office job after
36 Xin ban Quanji vol, 1,105.
37 Xin ban Quanji voL 1,110.
38 Pingmei is the usual name of the autobiographical narrator's wife in many of Zhong Libe's works and is 
habitually identified as a scarcely disguised Zhong TaimeL
39 Xin ban Quanji vol. 1, 112.
40 In “A Slonn in a Teacup:1 set m 1917, the innkeeper Zhao Qiye 趙七爺，a Qing-loyalisl reactionary caricature 
“owned a dozen volumes of the Annolv 〇/  fAe 7?iree ITin及也邮.” From Selecfec/ Worfcs vol. 1, The book 
mentioned was actually the novel San guo yanyi H  S  ^  ^  {Romance o f the Three Kingdoms), not the historical 
Annals, E^ tobably Bingwen's book is also the Romance.
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the war41 As the story ends, Ah Zheng leaves his old friend still sitting with his Three Kingdoms 
open and the same blank expression on his face.
“Zugteuzong” is strongly reminiscent of Lu Xun’s “Guxiang” （“My Old Home,” 1921). 
The narrator of the latter， Xun (Xunger 迅哥兒 )， was also returning home after many years， and 
the pivotal idea of both stories is the fond recollection of a friend in earlier life， followed by 
sadness at the discovery of his present state and the actual gulf between him and the narrator. In 
“Zugteuzong” Zhong Lihe does not follow Lu Xun’s custom of adding optimistic “distortions” 
(夺wW 曲筆 )42 to otherwise b丨eak stories—here the innocent friendship of Xun’s nephew Hong’er 
宏兒  and Runtu’s 閏土  son Shuisheng 水生 . The fatalism of the peasants on the train is not 
countered by any such ray of hope for the future. On the contrary^ the devastation of drought is 
even surpassed in melancholy effect by the physical and spiritual destruction of the narrator^ 
friend.
Yet there is a redeeming optimism to be found in Zhong Lihe's fiction that is more fundamental 
than Lu Xun’s token “distortions.” It lies not with “literary youth” but in the author’s apparent 
faith in the "good and honest*' qualities of the ordinary peasants of his guxiang. In addition to 
the occurrence of Uangshan de nongmin ^  M  ^  (good and honest peasants) in the seventh 
sentence of “Zugteuzong，” the phrase “good and honest folk” （j/wrtWang rfe re/wneT* 善良的人 
們 ） appears in Er: “Shanhuo” 故 鄉 ，二 ：山 火 Part Two: “Forest Fire,”
1950)811(!3客 31|1111〇 1«如呢，3丨:“(3丨11£^3〇1811311’§6”故 鄉 ，四 ：親 家 與 山 歌 (//师 ^1/«/，？〇11： 
Four. “My ‘Out-Law， and the Hill Songs,” 1950).43 Generally in Zhong Lihe’s writings, the word 
shanliangiliangshan occurs frequently enough to suggest that this concept of simple gcxxlness 
was important to the author's ideal of humanity and closely associated with the peasantry of his 
native district.
“Zugteuzong” was the first piece Zhong Lihe offered up to the peer review activity of the 
7b/i^xw/i 文 友 通 訊 （L/te/wy Fr/e/trfs group. Zhong Zhaozheng 鍾 肇 政 （no
relation) founded the group and the bulletin in spring 1957 and wrote to Zhong Lihe, whom 
he knew only from the reputation earned by o f Bamboo Hat HilPs national prize, to
invite him to become a founding member. This small group of literary pen-fhends, united by a 
common foundation in what would later be characterized as Taiwan Nativism 鄉土文學  and 
by frustration at its members' marginalization by the prevailing anticommunist, anti-Japanese 
“conflict literature,” was a great source of encouragement in what were to be the last but also 
the most productive three and a half years of Zhong Lihe’s life. “Zugteuzong” received some 
high praise and some strong but constructive criticism in the eighth issue of Literary Friends 
(October 8,1957). A representative comment on one important aspect came from Liao Qingxiu, 
who wrote: this piece were to be considered a chapter of a novel or novella, or as an essay, then
41 Matty native Taiwanese were pushed out of public sector jobs by mainlanders airiving with the KMT government 
after Ae departure of the Japanese.
42 See La Xun, “Preface to CoW to Arms,” in S orted  Hbriti vol. U 38.
43 Xin ban Qiumji vol. 1, 137, 158.
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we might say it is very successful, but if it is to be counted as a short story then it is not without 
problems/*44
The feedback encouraged and persuaded Zhong Lihe to revise all four Homeland pieces and 
to circulate Parts Two through Four among some of the ^ Literary Friends*t, From letters to 23iong 
Zhaozheng and Liao Qingxiu it appears that for a time he was enthusiastic about rewriting the 
whole as a full-length novel. Later he wrote to Lin Haiyin to say he had decided against doing so, 
at least for the time being. In any case, we must be content with an assessment that the whole of 
Homeland is greater than the sum of its parts, and might have beea greater still.
Homeland^ Part T\vo: *fiForest FireJ, castigates the superstition of local people responsible 
for arson attacks on the forests, which devastate hilt farms and the local ecology. It does so in 
an unusual way, using the aairator's older brother45 as an ambivalent mouthpiece. One minute 
this pillar of the local community is turning the air blue with his imprecations against those who 
set the fires, and declaring their belief in “heavenly fire” to be “a load of old cock,’*46 the next 
minute he is responsibly and proudly playing an expensive and time-consuming central role in 
the rededication of the local temple. At the ceremony, his halfway position between modem 
agriculturalist and traditional "landlord" is symbolized by his Western-style jacket worn over a 
long Chinese gown {changfu The fact that he goes barefoot completes the caricature: in
spite of his social pretensions and contempt for superstition, MLihu" is actually a peasant like all 
the other worshippers, but a wealthier one who delights in this opportunity for ostentation.
The narrator comments on the artificiality of the ceremony and the behavior of those present. 
He notes that as his brother goes up to kowtow at the altar his eyes are i(fixed utterly straight 
in their sockets, never once blinking, as if mounted by human hand1* and his arras are uas if 
dislocated, seeming much longer than normal^ swinging limply from the shoulders/*47 Natural 
things are repeatedly contrasted with the artificial manifestations of ignorance and superstition:
All the idols， blackened by 里ong years of smoke^ sat in their niches 
completely bathed in the sea of incense smoke, thdr eyes squinted 
half shut, showing not the slightest interest as Oieir devout believers 
scurried in and out. Along the main altar stood five faded war banners: 
red, yeOow, green, white, and black, each embroidered with a dragon, 
its head roiling upward, and the legend: The Celestial Master of the 
House of Zhang. The banners were covered in a thick layer o f dust, 
which would fly up in misty clouds at the slightest touch.
44 Zhong Uhe and Zhong Zhaozheng, 72zhMzn w /u u f "ong 培 jAu 臺灣文學兩鍾軎 [F/vm /〇 Zhong: 
Letters on Taiwan Literature^ ed. Qian Hoagjun (Taibei: Caogen, 1998) 349.
45 This is apparently quite a faithfol representation of Zhong Lihe、 only older M l brother， Lihu 里虎 ’ their father’s 
eldest natural son»
46 •Tamadeshenmeniaohuo!” 他媽的甚麽鳥火，X丨 L 125.
47 Xin ban Quanji voL I» 136.
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6*ls it Celestial Master Zhang Daoling?^ I asked a peasant from our 
加 甲  whose face was stained witfi sw eat His sleeves and trouser legs
were rolled up high, as if  he had just been planting rice seedlings*
(<Celestial Master Zhang Daoling?99 The man looked me up and 
down in surprise, before going on with a face creased into smiles, (tI 
suppose th afs the one, I*m not really i t *»48
The gods appear as indifTerent to the worshippers as this one is ignorant of their identities. 
The rituals mix a muddled veneration with a comically cosy, friendly rapport: Mthey approached 
the gods with the same intimacy and warmth as they would their friends and relations/*48 49 But 
in spite of this “personalization” of their gods， the worshippers in “Forest Fue” succeed only in 
turning themselves into human puppets. As they bum  incense to blacken their idols, they all bum 
under the heat of the sun. The gods, according to their priests, are currently threatening to bring 
the arbitrary punishment of heavenly fire in autumn, wiping out one third of the good families and 
all of the bad ones. No wonder some of the *ldevout believers>i, rigid with terror, march straight 
off like an army of puppets and set fire to the hillsides, in spite of their importance to the local 
economy and environment: *These apparently simple, good, and honest folk were the very same 
ones who were setting their own hills on fire. [...] How absurd! How hateful! And how very 
sad!”50
Here we see that there is more to Zhong Lihe's concept of "simple, good, and honest folk" 
than was touched on above. The apparently benign qualities of the narrator's neighbours seem 
now to have been masking a dangerous complex of  complacency, superstition, fear, and anarchy. 
The local rural community itself is threatened; the people are apparently incapable of taking 
positive rational action to confront economic and environmental problems. Instead, they resort to 
self-destruction by hill fires and self-delusion in the temple rites. To the modem-educated, "May 
Fourth1' retuming exile, Ah Zheng, the hill country appears to be burning itself into extinction, 
with incense as much as with arson.
Where “Zugteuzong” laments Bingwen’s loss of youthful idealism and his slide into apathy 
and opportunism and ^Forest File" bemoans the persistence of benighted beliefs and practices 
among both upper and lower rural classes, Gwxifirng, San: “A Huang Shu*’ 故鄉  f 三 ：阿煌 
叔 （/fo/ne/ww/, Part Three: “Uncle Ah Huang,” 1952> is a tale of a  man’s decline from hero-
peasant to social dross. The common theme of the three stories is the failure of the local economy 
to sustain the healthy aspirations of its human members. The latter may be "good and honest 
peasants," but they end up falling into backward and self^lestnictive pattems of behavior. Ah
48 Xin ban Quanji vol, 1,132.
49 XintenQuan^//vol. 1,136. Tbespecialimportanceofthe local tutelary orearthgodJuA'GoAg 土地公） cultin 
Hakka communities is shown by the extraordinaiy number of Bogong &  shrioes dotted all over the land and 
among the settlemeats. Bogong simply means great-micle; naturally his wife is just great-aunt (topo ^ ).
50 Xm ban Quanji vol. 1,137.
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Huang is the most extreme individual example.
Back fhm  Ah Huang was the foreman o f [ ...]  the gang most in 
demand in the whole village for its attitude, skill and hard work [..»]
[…] The farmer always had to prepare a feast for lunch [•_.】
The chicken head had to be pr^ented to the gang foreman. No 
one knew when this rule bad been fixed and handed down as a folk 
tradition. Its symbolic meaning seemed to have the same force as the 
rules about respect for elders* ["•】
[...] [Ah Huang] was a strapping tall guy with broad shoulders, 
built like a waU. His every gesture, every m〇¥ement was as joyous as a 
sharp knife, as cool as a steel hammer* His hands, legs, body, and face 
were smeared all over with mod splashed up during the weeding and 
dried by his body heat. Somehow this lent his remarkable face a certain 
swashbuckling, heroic quality, an expression of boldness and power 
that perfectly suited his powerful physique. His every action made a 
clear and compelling impressloii on me—In a word: strength!51
But this is merely the narrator^ childhood memoiy, structurally occupying a similar place 
to Xunger^s fond recollection of playing with Runtu as a  child in Lu Xun's fi*Guxiang/' The 
main action of tfcUncle Ah Huang" is Ah Zheng's visit to Ah Huang's home, where he finds an 
unspeakably squalid scene even before he enters. The yard outside, where Ah Huang*s children 
are playing, is covered with piles of excrement and swarms of blowflies* Entering the house, Ah 
Zheng encounters Ah Huang, his wife» and their dog: a hellish trio sprawling in a putrid mess. 
The dog is starved and lazy, the woman?s appearance is repeatedly compared to that of a pig, 
but Ah Huang's moral and psychological destruction comes as the greatest shock. He seems to 
lie abed out of spite against a world that has treated him unfairly. Unlike Lu Xun’s Ah Q, who, 
though an able worker, is blissfully devoid of any ambition to do or to live well,52 53Ah Huang 
“before and after” is more reminiscent of Lao She’s “Camel” Xiangzi， who had a clear but simple 
assumption that his humble job as a rickshaw puller was Mthe noblest occupation in the world/153 
After tong, hard years of effort are cancelled out by repeated misfortunes, Xiangzi loses heart and 
falls into steep moral decline. Ah Huang9s decline is at least as lamentable, but he has enough 
social awareness to be angry at the greater forces that have prevented even a man like him from
51 Xin ban Quanji vol. 1, 143-47.
52 Lu Xun, “Ah Q zhengzhuan” 阿 Q 正傳 「 The True Story of Ah QT” 1921], trans. in WfarJb vol. 1，102-
54.
53 *Ta juede yong li la che qu zheng kou fan chi, shi tianxia zui you guqi de shi” 他覺得用力拉車去挣口飯 
吃 ，是天下最有骨氣的事.Lao She，Lmo/mo Xian 扭路  IE 祥子 [C<wiWXfon^z^l936],Chapter2(Beijing: 
Renmin wenxue, 1995) 13.
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making a decent living.
Waft sifter waft of sour air brought the smells of mold and 
putrefaction to my nose9 as if  I were standing right beside a midden.
I turned [to look out tbioqgh] the door. The U fields lay
before me like a simple diagram. And now the fields re me again
of the Uncle Ah Huang of my childhood^ the chicken.head eater«…
^Is it yon that forms those fields, Uncle Ah Huang?"
Ah Huang shook his bead.
«Farm? What for?”
Angrily, he whacked his pipe bowl on the edge o f the bed with a 
great bang*
<<Haven,t I done enough? The more we work the poorer we get!—I 
ain’t as stupid as all tbat!”
He paused, then added: 4<In the past, who didn't know I was the 
one who ate the chicken head?"
His eyes were fixed inanely on the field ridges.54
Homeland, Part Four: llMy 'Out-Law^ and the Hill Songs** has a much gentler, more 
forgiving tone than ^Uncle Ah Huang," but the good-natured pastoral conversation of Ah Zheng, 
his wife, and Yuxiang 3E #  reveals the many profound and mostly sad changes since their youth 
as fellow workers on the (Jianshan) farm. The innocence of those days is channingiy embodied 
in the nickname <4out-iaws,7: Yuxiang and Ah Zheng were inseparable friends, and one of their 
bantering jokes was to refer to one another as Min-lawsM (qingjia ), though neither was yet 
married himself.
When Pingmei ieminds them of this the men are a little embarrassed, and another sign of 
lost innocence is that Yuxiang must now call her “Sister-in-law” （Ah Zheng sao 阿錚嫂 ） instead 
of “Sister Pingmei” （Pingmei jie 平妹姐 )■ In this story the narrator’s wife is given more dialogue 
than usual in Zhong LiheJs fiction, and perhaps the longest single speech she utters anywhere in 
his woik. They are talking about the female members of their old work gang, and the sadnesses 
that appear to have befallen them all:
tgls Lianmei married too?K asked Pingmei. (<Sfae had an older sister 
whose husband wasn^t poor but turned out to have a violent temper 
and would give her terrible beatings twice a week or more. One time he 
busted her forehead open and she ran home to her family and didn9t 
go back for ages. The same sister tried to make a match for Lianmei, 
who said to her, (HavenU you taken enough beatings yourself?9 She was
54 Xin ban Quanji vol, 1,153-54.
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determined not to get married^ saying that when a woman married, 
if she didn’t get beaten up she’d be reduced to poverty; if  she wasn’t 
reduced to poverty she9d get beaten up; either way it was a sorry state 
to be in—”
As Pingmei spoke she bowed her head and stared at the floor, sunk 
in her memories.55
According to Yuxiang, while Pingmei has been away in China with Ah Zheng, all her old 
giriMends have suffered Arom marriage，childbearing, poverty, and in some cases domestic 
violence or conflict with their families. There seems to be a  suggestion that Pingmei has been 
fortunate in her loving marriage with Ah Zheng, in spite of their years of exile and poverty.56
It's not only the girls who have experienced great changes since their youth. Yuxiang 
himself embodies the wildest vicissitudes of all. He was conscripted and saw active service in the 
Imperial Japanese Aimy, On his return he accepted his lover's new child by another man, having 
already adopted the child of her deceased first husband. The main lesson that Yuxiang draws from 
his experience of the war bears on one of the major themes of Homeland and Zhong Lihe fiction 
as a whole: the unrelenting poverty of the rural people and the apparent hopelessness of its ever 
being alleviated.
c<The sun has just burned everybody crazy^* Yuxiang went on. 
it’s very strange，it’s as if  people are fated from birth to suffer 
like this, and it9s the same wherever you go. Once, when my unit was 
scattered by an American attack and everyone was fleeing for his life, 
four of five of us found ourselves in the middle of a moimtaiiioiis jungle 
in the Philippines. We climbed mountaiii after mountain for a full day 
and night without a single bite to ea t Then we came to a valley where 
we found a house. Overjoyed, we all walked toward only to find not 
so much as the shadow of a ghost—the local people were scared of the 
Japs* We searched the whole house, but could find nothing better to eat 
than sweet potatoes; not a pig or chicken In sight. Just dunk: a farmer's 
home! One of my friends couldn^t understand it: I^t beats me why the 
Japanese want to fight a war like this!9 £ Why?* I asked him. ^Vs just the 
same here—poor!， was his firm reply. He sure wasn’t wrong: the people 
were really poor. It beats me too!，*57
After the horror of Ah Huang9s ruination in Homeland^ Part Three, the final part of the
55 Xin ban Quanji vol. 1 ,168t
56 See below for more on the female chaiacters in Zhong Lihe's fiction.
57 Xin ban Quanji vol. 1, 170-71.
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quartet appears to have abandoned the suggestions in the first two stories of some kind of 
steadfast dependability of the homeland. ^Out-Laws^ instead shows from the first paragraph how 
everything fundamental has changed, beneath the familiar but superficial patterns:
Listening to the hill songs from across the river, I spent the whole 
morniDg on the veranda gazing into the distance. Down on the plain 
the figures, the fields, the villages, the mist and haze, bamboos and 
trees, hills and rivers presented them selv^ in their ancient guise; at 
this distance* the landscape seemed unchanged* In the past I had sung 
its hill songs, shared its heartbeat, and felt its feelings* But now I well 
knew how impossible it would be to try to rediscover the emotions of 
yesteryear among these people and things. For they had changed greatly, 
and were no lo iter  the ones I had known so intimately*58
Yet Ah Zheng still finds things that are enduring, namely work, nature, youth, sex, and the 
hill songs that celebrate them:
The sound of the song quivered in the atmosphere, flowing in every 
direction. At the same time, the clear pure sound of axes on tree tranks 
seemed to chime in with its rhythm^.
It was so strange: the calm, warmth, and longiDg in the hill song, 
and the vacillation, unease, and coldn^s of its real-life surroundings 
were so imbalanced* The song nsed the profoundly felt ^notions of 
romantic love to express an unrelenting love for life. You could Imagine 
those yoimg, tender lives growing, maturitig In the bright sun. While 
everythii^ else was changing, perhaps this was the only unchangiiig 
thing I could find. Back then die giris worked just like this, and sang 
[…]
These thoughts heartened me somewhat59
The hill songs appear to be a form of culture that remains rooted in certain biological and 
humane fundamentals. If nature and love are the only true constants, it is the hill songs that 
express them most joyfully and enduiingly. Finally^ in this sense Zhong Lihe*s vision of humanity 
is much more hopeful than Lu Xun's iron house: for all the poverty and sadness his characters 
suffer, they are never closed in or in danger of suffocating. They try to live stgood and honest" 
lives, they breathe the air of a beautiful though treacherous world. They make difficult choices, 
accept dangerous historical necessities, and keep on and on reproducing the species.
58 Xin ban Quanji vol. 1,158.
59 Xin ban Quanji vol. 1, 162-63.
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Lishan nongchang 笠 lU 農場 （Songs of Bamboo Hat HiUj 1955)
Songs o f  Bamboo Hat Hill was first published in September 1961 by the Committee for 
Posthumous Publication of the Works of Zhong Lihe (Zhong Lihe yizhu chuban weiyuanwei M  
理和遺著出版委員會 ) . In the following， details from the plot correspond almost exactly with 
Zhong Lihe's life experience, with only names changed (real-life correspondences are shown 
in parentheses) and some characters and subplots added. The scene of almost all the action is 
the 200-hectaie hill country estate bought by Liu Shaoxing 劉 少 興 （Zhong Famhu 鍾蕃薯）as 
a fruit and coffee plantation at Bamboo Hat Hill，Liu’s third son， Liu Zhiping 劉 致 平 （Zhong 
Lihe), in his late teens, works full-time as a supervisor on the farm under his second elder brother, 
Zhiyuan (Zhong Lihu), also taking part in manual labor. The farmhands come from nearby 
villages and include Liu Shuhua 劉淑華 （Zhong Taimei)， the first character to appear in the novel， 
along with her friend Liu Qiongmei 劉庚妹 ， Social relations among the owner’s family, his 
tenants, neighbors, and the mostly young, mostly female hired laborers are warm and egalitarian: 
generally all address one another as “elder brother*’ 哥）or “elder sistef  (//e 姐)，unless there 
is an obvious generation gap. The cordiality of this big happy family takes on a sinister note for 
Zhiping in Chapter 5, when he realizes that Shuhua habitually addresses him as '"uncle^ (shu ^2) 
because of their shared surname, although there is no kinship between them. His unease at this is 
clearly due to his attraction to Shuhua and his awareness of the ^feudal Telic" of same-surname 
marriage taboo. This forbidden romance between Liu Zhiping and Liu Shuhua constitutes the 
main theme of Songs o f Bamboo Hat HilL The young couple, increasingly flung together by 
circumstances including the violent death of Z hiyuanbrother in a land dispute with a neighbor 
(a rare purely fictional episode in the novel), have their hand forced by Shuhua's pregnancy and 
choose to run away together to Japan.
Songs o f Bamboo Hat HilU although underdeveloped in its other themes, is much more than 
a love affair ending in reluctant elopement. From the beginning, the hills of Meinong, nature itself, 
and man and art in nature play important roles, as do rural human society and various aspects of 
local and universal culture. The chief symbol among these is the hill songs, which appear as an 
organic part of traditional human life and culture^ and through which the (young) people of the 
novel, in the act of agricultural work, express so many of their longings and frustrations.
Agriculture, at the heart of most of Zhong Lihe*s 1950s work, is an arena where man and 
nature meet. Since ancient times man has been creating and following a path toward civilization 
and modernization that has taken him ever further away from Mother Nature, and agriculture has 
become less and less central to human activity. The late twentieth century saw the beginning of 
a new ecological movement to reaffirm the primacy of the natural environment and to limit the 
damage to it caused by the human project* Zhong Lihe must count as a relatively early literary 
contributor to this movement. His longest periods of urban residence were a couple of years on 
the outskirts of Mukden»five years in Peking, and three years in a sanatorium on the outskirts of 
Taipei. All of these p^iods were essentially temporary and enforced by adverse circumstances. 
Otherwise Zhong lived his entire life in the Brigade of the Right, growing up in a small village in
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Gaoshu and making the hill country at Jianshan, Mcinong, his main adult home.
Never a farmer, in his late teens and early twenties Zhong Lihe performed supervisory tasks 
at Jianshan Farm, and apparently participated in some manual work. During those years^ having 
been disappointed in his ambition to continue his high school education, Zhong was already 
beginning to train himself as a writer Later in life, on their return to Meinong, Zhong Taimei*s 
physical efforts in agricultural work continued to provide some steady income for the family， 
while Zhong Lihe occasionally attempted such conspicuously unsuccessful ventures as chicken 
rearing and lemon cultivation.
Zhong Lihe in 1932, earl)* days working an his faiher's new tann at Jianshan.
In Songs o f Bamboo Hat HiU Liu Zhiping is an oddity on the farm. This young man, thwarted 
in his ambitions for further education, who never saw himself as following in his father^ footsteps 
as businessman and agricutuiralist, reluctantly turns his modem scientific outlook to the farm 
itself. From the beginning, he is highly opinionated on the uoutdated,t methods his father and eider 
brother are using. The narrator^ detailed descriptions of flora and fauna and agricultural activity 
appear to reflect Zhiping*s inquisitive, scientific gaze. This very young man also finds himself 
enjoying the company of other young people in the farm work. As he grows attracted to the girls, 
and as he falls in love with Shuhua in particular, he becomes less interested in revolutionizing 
local agriculture, but the overall effect of casting the narrative in this autobiographical gaze is to 
highlight the importance of oi^anic elements in the landscape*
Zhiping， as a modem educated youth of the “scientific’， twentieth century (undoubtedly in 
Zhong Lihc^ May Fourth spirit), feels keenly the differences between his ttmodernM seif and his 
traditionalist father, in agriculture as well as other areas, yet the opening chapters of the novel 
show father and son both being seduced by different kinds of romantic attraction to the hill 
country, Liu Shaoxing^ the hard-bitten entrepreneur, is unexpectedly captivated by the rural idyll 
of <4thc rustic dwelling on the river bank, the trees, the vines and the [whispering] stream [...]
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the kind of desire that flows extremely commonty in the blood of every Chinese who has learned 
some Taoist ideas, and who is getting on somewhat in years. Somehow, he felt he ought to retire 
to live in the hills and forests/^60
Zhiping^ attraction to the hill country is based on a different form of romanticism. From 
the start of the novel, Zhiping is acutely aware of the power of the local environment. At first he 
finds it oppressive, but after a desultory effort to establish himsetf in Kaohsiung or Taipei instead, 
he discovers a fascination for the valley and hills of Bamboo Hat He starts to settle down there 
and come to terms with his ambivalence. He begins to fall in love with the landscape because of 
its almost incredible resemblance to the f/uz/u/tuf•山水 of traditional Chinese painting. In this 
way he perhaps shares his father's sense of a euphoric return to cultural roots reminiscent of the 
yuartxiang. But it becomes apparent that any such aesthetic or cerebral connection to the natural 
environment of Meinong is outweighed by the human identification Zhiping feels with the people 
of his guxiangy even before the passion he develops for one of them. Although he is not blind to 
the blinkered conservative attitudes that persist, especially among those richer in years or material 
means, he is greatly drawn to the peasants9 purity of mind, simple and unaffected manners and 
mild temperament.61 He is astonished at the vigor, physical strength, and rough courage of the 
young men, and even more delighted that the girls combine similar qualities with gentleness and 
beauty. Dropping any class prejudice,62 he submits to the workers9 good-natured ridicule of his 
soft， bookish ways.63
Zhiping's attraction to the girls of the farm is not simply romantic or sexual. Supremely 
among Zhong Lihe5s fictional works, Songs o f Bamboo Hat Hill presents female characters as 
a sorority of great human, economic, and agricultural strength. In his short fiction, Zhong Lihe 
was not always very convincing in depicting even his own wife as more than a brave but fragile 
female stereotype. In the novel, Zhiping appears in awe of the regiment of women workers, and 
we gain much of our understanding of social conditions in the guxiang from their unsentimental 
banter. In this aspect, Songs o f Bamboo Hat Hill recalls the strong female characters of Thomas 
Hardy, D. H. Lawrence, and Lewis Grassic Gibbon,64 women who tend, however, to be solitary 
figures in the rural societies described, or even outcasts. In Zhong Libe9s fiction, by contrast, 
women are marginalized in a position of strength: as workers, mothers, and lovers forced to 
accept patriarchal domination.
60 Xin ban Quanji vol. 26.
61 fAwiAou，zWpw， 及淳厚，質樸’ 溫良； these terms are e丨ose丨y associated with the word jAon斤0115/  
liangshan discussed atx>ve<
62 I have been lepeatedly and faiily strenuously assured by Meinong folk, including Zhong Hemin and his daughter 
Zhong Yiyan, who is currently doing doctoral research on her grandlatber^s fiction, that class prejudice played 
little or no part in local Hakka society, even in the 1930s.
63 Xin ban Quanji vol. 4,37-38.
64 For Gibbon, see especially Sunset Song (193 i), from ihe trilogy A Scots Quair (1932-34) (Edinburgh: Polygon, 
2006).
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Conclusions: Famfty  ^C om m ani^ aad (he Euviromneat in  Zbong Lih^^ Fiction; 
Taiwan Nadvism or (<Sweet Potato" Literature?
In his diary entry of October 25,1945, Zhong Lihe wrote of the “banal/’ “disgusting” folly 
of those writers who had cravenly followed the Japanese Imperial militarist project, mouthing 
slogans such as the infamous t4Grealer East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere/1 At the same time, he 
stated his own basic motivation as a writer in veiy clear terms:
And this Is another example of the impossibility o f faking 
literature.
But now it is only in art, in creative writing that I can find my 
work, my way out, my life and my values, peace and comfort. AU my 
dissatisfaction and satisfaction, my grief and my joy, my grudges and my 
forgiveness, my love and hate [*..] every single thing drives me toward 
this stimulant, this motivatioiL And yes, this basic nourishment65 6
Perhaps this diary entry marks the transition toward the mature, essential phase of Zhong 
Lihe's literary career. Although his own writing was never <4fakedfM66 his pre-1945 works were 
somewhat abstract in the sense that questions of politics and ethnicity were emphasized more than 
the lives of human beings. His January 1946 political essay ‘The Sweet Potatoes’ Sorrow” and 
the reportage story *Thc Headmaster,^ a 1947 parable of progressive post-Japanese education, 
were the last products of this early phase, which embodied elements of traditional Confucian 
social comnutment as well as Han cultural patriotism and Taiwanese ^provincial*9 pride.
Following the career break enforced by illness and the White Tciror, Zhong Lihe^ return to 
Meinong in October 1950 coincided with the beginning of the final and easily most productive 
decade of his literary work, which was almost totally confined in its subject matter to the land 
and people of his guxiang： Meinong and Gaoshu.67 Homeland transferred something of the 
social focus of b o n g 's  early worics from the yuanxiangy mainland China, to this guxiang, while 
beginning a new literary phase based in autobiography.
The strength of Zhong Lihe's 1950s Action lies in a  combination of realism and romanticism 
with a blend of environmental and human content Zhong's dominant method is to pay minute 
attention to physical and social reality, taking little for granted but providing an almost documentary 
description from an objective narrative viewpoint. The loving quality of the descriptions of 
nature and society transforms the style into a kind of romanticism that often appear nostalgically 
idealized, even when the lives and environment being described are characterized mainly by
65 Xin ban Quanji vol. 6t 38,
66 Cf. his 1958 letter to Zhong Zhaozheng quoted above.
67 Of forty works of fiction, 195060, only three are set outside the Brigade of the Right, and two of those were 
never finished.
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depression, decline, stagnation, or putrefaction. Central to Zhong Lihe's romantic effect is the 
natural/agricultural environment, which not only frames the nanatives but also dominates the 
lives, actions, and worldview of the characters. Songs o f Bamboo Hat Hill represents the fullest 
development of this romantic naturalism. The title, literally ^Bamboo Hal Hill Farra,H does not 
merely identify the arena: to a great extent the novel is about the hills and the farm themselves as 
much as it is about the human characters.
There is a sense in which Zhong Lihe's mature fiction of 1950-60 deserves a  new label, 
which might also fit his ^Literary Friends" and other native Taiwan writers in the early post- 
Japanese period. The ltNativist,* categorization was applied to Zhong retrospectively during a 
literary debate the author himself could scarcely have anticipated, and it is doubtful whether he 
would have embraced it. His diary entry of September 23, 1945 is strongly reminiscent of Hu 
Shi5s May Fourth paiod  appeal to <(talk less ^isms, study more problems": wWhat is the use of 
young people merely sounding off and theoii^ng? Why not talk less and do more; it would be 
better to be calm and cool-headed, and to do more studying.,>68
Given this professed rejection of 4*isms" it might be better to relabel Zhong Lihe^s work in 
terms with which he was more intimately associated. Coining myself from a place where a branch 
of indigenous literature has been named (albeit pejoratively) after the cultivation of an everyday 
vegetable—the Scottish kailyard school68 69 70 —I might propose usweet potato19 literature {fanshu 
mwlc此蕃曹文學 ） . Zhong Lihe’s 1950s fiction， with its roots so firmly planted in Taiwan soil， 
should be considered a seminal contribution to usweet potato literatHFe.n70
Zhong family legend has it that when the Japanese authorities were registering citizens at 
the start of the colonial period, Zhong Lihe's father registered himself as Zhong Fanshu (Sweet 
Potato) as an imperdnent protest， and went by this name for the rest of his life. The sweet potato 
is a powerful symbol in Taiwan: it can mean a stupid or empty-headed person, but Taiwan itself 
is referred to as (<the sweet potato/9 partly because the island is shaped like one, and Taiwanese 
may lightheartedly refer to themselves and each other as u(little) sweet potatoes.'1 This staple food 
also carries a symbolism in Taiwan similar to that of the wotou (nest-shaped maize bun) 
of north China. Each is seen as the ultimate poor man9s food of its respective region. However, 
whereas in mainland China the popular memory of subsisting on wotou is usually of harsh, 
unromanticized poverty, in Taiwan the sweet potato is still held in great affection in a way that 
seems to imply solidarity and a sense of common history. Zhong Lihe invested considerable 
personal and regional passion in his 1946 essay 4The  Sweet Potatoes1 Sorrow/' a rant against 
mainland attitudes toward Taiwan and the Taiwanese. The first story of Zhong*s mature period,
68 Xin ban Quanji vol. 6,15.
69 Typically Ian Maclaren, Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush (1894) (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1895) entitled 
after the Jacobite song "There is a bonnie brier bush in our kailyaid.H Kailyard (or kaleyard) means cabbage 
patch or kitchen garden.
70 This also happens to recall a nonpolilical designation of northwest China Ts fiction 〇r the 1940s: "potato literature" 
(j/uwryflodon mwuiw 山菜蛋文學).
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Homeland, Part One: ^Zugleuzong," refers explicitly to the importance of the sweet potato as a 
staple food in hard times, and there are many references to it in other stories. In Songs o f Bamboo 
Hill the sweet potato might be seen as the local antithesis of the alien coffee bean that appears 
doomed to fail on the farm because of the local people's lack of identification with it.71
In Scotland, Lewis Grassic Gibbon and others rebelled against ^kailyard** sentimentality to 
create a critical rural realism for the twentieth century. An alternative, perhaps moie appropriate 
comparator from the British Isles comes more recently with John B. Keane's The Bodhrdn Makers, 
published in 1986 but set in 1950s north Kerry» one of the most remote parts of rural Ireland. In 
this popular novel the characters are constantly preoccupied with such elements of survival as 
turf for warmth and potatoes, bread and butter for the stomach, but no single commodity is 
fetishized in the way suggested for kail, or sweet potatoes. The Bodhrdn Makers* title and
central plot do, however, share an important symbol with Zhong Lihe's fiction, namely the joyous 
communal role of traditional folk music. Keane^s antipathy toward uthe tyranny of priest rule** is 
also in tune with Zhong Lihevs humanism. The novel describes the honest poor, in the words of a 
liberal priest^ as "an abject race of pseudo-moralists who let their priests do the thinking for them. 
The people of this coimtry are refugees from reality. We are text book neo^colonialists.”72 Another 
cUstinguished literary Kerryman, the poet Gabriel Fitzmaurice, suggests further parallels with the 
Meinong of Zhong Lihe: l(Kerry has produced so many teachers, nuns» priests and brothers: that 
was the traditional way to improve one's station in life, though there is well-documented love 
of learning in the area as well.**73 The worrying aspect of this for Fitzmaurice is the brain drain, 
mostly to England, of those who have gained advanced education in one way or another.
In Meinong, the proud tradition o f《in客 du 晴耕雨讀（fair-weather farmer, rainy-
day scholar) that has produced such disproportionate numbers of successful scholars74 also entails 
migration, especially of the township's youth, to Kaohsiung, Taipei, Japan, and both sides of the
71 la real life, the coffee plantadoo at Jianshan never produced a harvest due to a rost infection, which brought about 
the fall of Zhong Fanshu*s empire in the early 1940s,
72 John B. Keane, The Bodhrdn Miners (Boulder. Colo.: Roberts Rinehart, 1986) 75.
73 Gabriel Fitzmauiice, 4,A Kerry of the MindM (1993), Kerry on My Mind: Of Poets, Pedagogues and Place (Cliff 
of Moher Salmon, 1999) 6.
74 It is often said that Meinong in ImpeiiaL times produced remaikable numbers of successful candid^es in the civil 
service examinations, and that per capita it is nowadays Taiwan's biggest source of postgraduate degree holders. 
See Anon., “Shuoboshi de guxlang: yancao yuanxiang” 碩博士的故鮮：薛草原鄉 [“Homeland of Higher 
Degree Holders: Countty of the Tobacco Crop”] ， Guoli Tainan shenghuo mekue guan 國立臺南生活美學館 
(National Tainan Museum of Life Aesthetics), October 29t 2009
<hllp://www.tncsec.gOT'.tw/c_cultures/index2,php?c03=53&c99=&#30> -  noie use of the (enns guxiang and 
yuanxiang: the latter is very frequently used in relation to Meinong in journalism and tourism, a popular, though 
not always cleaily understood legacy of Zhong Lihe: uDue to the hard work of Meinoog people in their cultivation 
of tobacco  ^hundreds of master's degree holders and Ph.D.s have been mictured.^
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Atlantic. And many in Meinong would echo Fitzmaurice's cry: ^Something will have to be done 
[...] before it is too late and our most beautiful landscape becomes a playground for the rich, 
the privileged, the foreigner and the speculator.^75 Fitzmaurice ends his essay on a hopeful note, 
which may or may not be a Lu Xunesque ltdistortionT,: 4tthere is a sense that one is not simply o /a  
County but that the County becomes one, that people are place and place is people."76
Zhong Lihe's fiction, especially of the years 1950-60, should be seen in the context of the 
author’s sociohistorical and idealistic background. For complicated personal reasons he was able 
to take himself physically ^back" to the yuanxiang (China) for nearly eight years, during which 
he devoted himself to the craft of literature. The political realities of Taiwan after the Japanese 
surrender in 1945 undoubtedly had an impact on his life and work, but his serious illness from 
autumn 1946 was to have a much more profound influence. After almost four years of medical 
assessment and treatment, he began his literary endeavour anew with the quartet significantly 
titled Homeland. In the last ten years of his life Zhong Lihe in a sense invented a Taiwan proto- 
Nativism^ derived partly from the rural and nostalgic fiction of Lu Xun and other mainland May 
Fourth figures and inheriting the rational-scientific ethos of the May Fourth Movement, but rooted 
firmly in a sense of the importance of local communities and their human and natural environment. 
His fiction should be assessed against the background of these diverse sociohistorical, aesthetic- 
philosophic, and environmental influences. What is, in my view, indisputable, is that Zhong 
Lihe?s works represent contemporary Taiwan (and China) in ways that will remain important for 
our understanding of literature and life there and elsewhere.
i6Every community has its poets and singers. They have a function in their society—to tell it 
as they see it; to show society as it is, or might be [to lead] society to reflect upon itself, perhaps 
thereby to grow, to flourish, to mature."77 Gabriel Fitzmaurice's words seem to apply equally 
to the community fiction of Zhong Lihe, which has at last in recent decades begun to help lead 
Taiwan society ‘"to grow, to flourish， to mature,’’※
* Special thanks shall be delivered to Mr. Zhong Tiemin, Zhong Lihe^ eldest son, Director o f the Zhong Lihe Memorial 
Institute and a trustee of the Zhong Like Culture and Education Trust, for kh generous permission for using the images 
seen in the article.
75 Fnzmaurice/A Keny of the Mind，” 6.
76 Ibid, 7.
77 Fitzmaurice, "Poetry and SchooT* (1992), Kerry on My Mind, 41* Here Fitzmaunce is writing as a teacher and 
poet addressing Ms own country's National Council for Curnculum and Assessment.
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